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Northern	Lights	V.	Willoughby	Mosman	
U	15	Division	1	Round.5	
 

Round 6 and a return to Rofe Park for an early afternoon encounter with last year’s Division 1 
premiers, the Willoughby Mosman Swans.  

We would be lining up without Ethan and Dan Kelly both on the sidelines due to injury. Once again, 
the U 14’s were there to help with Luka, Willis and Jack K backing up. 

First Quarter 

The Lights came out of the blocks with a desire and intensity that I wish we had displayed last week 

Bertie showed in the first quarter what a valuable asset he was in the ruck, not only in the air but 
also his follow up ground work around the clearances. This also allowed us to play Spider as a pure 
midfielder taking advantage of his size and speed. 

The Lights had the initial territorial advantage and had the ball locked in our forward for long periods 
of time. After a few missed opportunities Damo used his speed on the burst around the boundary 
for a classy check side finish and our first goal of the day. 

Our dominance in the middle continued with Kody, Spider, Bertie and Damo all working well around 
the contest. It wasn’t long until The Lights drove the ball forward again for Jono to take a good 
contested mark, however due to the lateness of the whistle, a quick snap rather than a settled shot 
resulted. 

This seemed to snap The Swans into gear and their spread and change of direction really opened up 
the space. Complimented by the precise ball movement, they had registered two goals in a matter of 
minutes. 

The Lights were still well in the contest but for some missed opportunities could have had 
scoreboard pressure on The Swans, however at quarter time The Lights trailed 1.4.10 to 2.0.12. 

Second Quarter 

The second quarter and The Swans showed us why they had only lost one game in the last 4 years. 

Bertie continued to influence in the middle whilst Noah and Nugget were also getting their hands on 
the footy. Tom “Special K” was proving a target up forward and around the ground, but The Swans 
ability to get numbers to the contest and out work The Lights on the outside grew as the quarter 
progressed. 

The backline was under constant pressure and both Rhys and Will continued on from there sterling 
performance against Manly, continuing to front up to contest after contest. Nugget was patrolling 



across half back but The Swans (remembering his BOG Grand Final efforts) were channelling their 
attacks to quell his normal influence. 

Foggie and The Rock were doing great jobs despite the excess supply into the forwards. 

At half time The Lights Trailed 1.4.10 to 7.2.44 

Third Quarter: 

The third quarter and The Lights lifted their intensity. Special K moved to half back and really 
provided a stumbling block for The Swans attack. 

The midfield continued to work hard with Noah, Kody, Spider and Damo all lifting their output. 

 Connor and Nuts were providing good options across the wing and centre with their run and spread. 

The Lights started to play more accountable man on man footy with Boa, Josh and Fraser all given 
defensive forward roles across half forward, which really helped quell The Swans rebound defence. 

The back line was again standing strong with help from Willis and Jack K at vital times  

Whilst The Swans managed the only two goals for the quarter, general play had evened up. 

At the three quarter time break The Lights trailed 1.5.11 to 9.4.58. 

Fourth Quarter: 

The final quarter was almost a repeat of the third with general play fairly even. 

Whilst The Lights did not score a major we weren’t without our chances, missing a couple of 
opportunities that we would normally take. 

The Swans managed to finish off the game with three more majors. 

When the final siren blew The Lights were defeated 1.8.14 to 12.8.80. 

Special mention to Connor and Rhys who both played the second half of the game with a fractured 
wrist showing great courage. Wishing both of them a speedy recovery. 

Also James Webster for an outstanding effort as boundary umpire with throw ins high and deep, 
Chris Fogden watch and learn! James, Maddie had you in her B&F voting. 

 

Coach 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  

 

 

 


